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Encyclopedia of Chart Patterns (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2021

	
		The market's bestselling and most comprehensive reference on chart patterns, backed by statistics and decades of experience

	
		When the smart money trades the securities markets, they leave behind financial footprints. Combine enough footprints together and you have a trail to follow. That trail becomes...
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Oracle PL/SQL For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Find tips for creating efficient PL/SQL code
    If you know a bit about SQL, this book will make PL/SQL programming painless!    

    The Oracle has spoken—you need to get up to speed on PL/SQL programming, right? We predict it'll be a breeze with this book! You'll find out about code structures,...
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DBA Survivor: Become a Rock Star DBAApress, 2010

	You hold in your hands a collection of insight and wisdom on the topic of database administration gained through many years of hard-won experience, long nights of study, and direct mentorship under some of the industry’s most talented database professionals and information technology (IT) experts.


	Consider the standard...
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Streaming Media DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The experts predict that the opening of broadband internet connections and 3G wireless capabilities will drive the adoption of streaming media to 75% of all broadcasting and e-commerce firms by the end of 2003.
 Author Michael Topic offers the fast, relible, and painless way to get the lowdown on the streaming of video over the internet (both...
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The Data Access Handbook: Achieving Optimal Database Application Performance and ScalabilityPrentice Hall, 2009
Performance and scalability are more critical than ever in today’s enterprise database applications, and traditional database tuning isn’t nearly enough to solve the performance problems you are likely to see in those applications. Nowadays, 75-95% of the time it takes to process a data request is typically spent in the database...
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Advanced Techniques in Knowledge Discovery and Data MiningSpringer, 2005
Data mining and knowledge discovery (DMKD) is a rapidly expanding field in computer science. It has become very important because of an increased demand for methodologies and tools that can help the analysis and understanding of huge amounts of data generated on a daily basis by institutions like hospitals, research laboratories, banks, insurance...
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Enhancing LAN Performance, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2004
This book explores the technical issues underlying local area network (LAN) performance, developing mathematical models that readers can apply to their own specific networking requirements.

Providing up-to-date information on practical methods that improve network efficiency, this book covers how to estimate network traffic, determine...
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Modelling Urban Development with Geographical Information Systems and Cellular AutomataCRC Press, 2008
Urban development and migration from rural to urban areas are impacting prime agricultural land and natural landscapes, particularly in the less developed countries. These phenomena will persist and require serious study by those monitoring global environmental change. To address this need, various models have been devised to analyze urbanization...
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Color Appearance Models (The Wiley-IS &T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The law of proportion according to which the several colors are formed, even if a man knew he would be foolish in telling, for he could not give any necessary reason, nor indeed any tolerable or probable explanation of them.
Plato

Despite Plato’s warning, this book is about one of the major unresolved issues in the field of...
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Time: From Earth Rotation to Atomic PhysicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Everyday use of time in one form or another is a common experience for everyone throughout their lives. The availability of a means to measure the passage of time with the required accuracy is taken for granted. However, the concepts on which those time scales are based and the requirements for accuracy in many applications can be both...
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Drug Metabolism: Chemical and Enzymatic AspectsCRC Press, 2007

	In order to understand drug metabolism at its most fundamental level, pharmaceutical scientists must be able to analyze drug compound structures and predict possible metabolic pathways in order to avoid the risk of adverse reactions that lead to the withdrawal of a drug from the market. This comprehensive textbook will aid in guiding students...
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Mastering .NET Machine LearningPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		About This Book

		
			Based on .NET framework 4.6.1, includes examples on ASP.NET Core 1.0
	
			Set up your business application to start using machine learning techniques
	
			Familiarize the user with some of the more common .NET libraries for machine learning
	
			Implement...
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